## Personal Protection In The Home Instructor Examination
### Answer Key

**NOTE:** References are found in the parentheses following each answer.

PPLP = Personal Protection In The Home Lesson Plans (Item 26830)

**H** = “NRA GUIDE TO THE BASICS OF PERSONAL PROTECTION IN THE HOME” Handbook

Each question is worth one point. 90% = 90 correct answers

### MULTIPLE CHOICE

1. D (PPLP, I)
2. D (PPLP, I, V)
3. D (PPLP, Introduction, sec. Course)
   Length and Time Requirement &
   Sec. Course is Based on
   Objectives).
4. D (PPLP, Introduction, sec. NRA)
   Basic Defensive Handgun Skills
   Development Course)
5. D (PPLP, II, B, sec. Rules for Using
   and Storing a Gun)
6. A (PPLP, II, G & I-O, 15 exercises)
7. A (PPLP, I, and H, Chapter 4, sec.
   Awareness)
8. A (PPLP, I, sec. Alarm)
9. B (PPLP, II)
10. E (PPLP, V, B)
11. B (PPLP, VI, B)
12. D (PPLP, I & II Objectives)
13. B (H, Chapter II, sec. Clearing
   Stoppages in Open Top Semi-
   Automatic Pistols)
   Ammunition in the Classroom)
15. D (H, Chapter 10, sec. Movement
   To Cover and Concealment)
16. A (PPLP, II, B, sub-par. General
   Range Safety Rules)
17. A (H, Chapter 12, sec. Dry -fire
   Practice)
18. B (PPLP, II, B)
19. D (PPLP, IV, B and H, Chapter 13,
   sec. Making Your Home Safer &
   sec. The Safe Room)
20. D (PPLP, III, Introduction)
   Flash Sight Picture)
22. F (PPLP, I, and H, Chapter 15, sec.
   Physiological Reactions To A Life-
   Threatening Encounter, sub- sec.
   Adrenaline Rush)
23. T ((PPLP, Appendix 4 and H,
   Chapter 11, sec. Reloading)
24. F (PPLP, Appendix 4, E, 1. Sec.
   Drills Specific To The Stoppage
   and H, Chapter 11, sec. Clearing
   Stoppages, sub-sec. Clearing
   Specific Semi-Automatic Pistol
   Stoppages, par. Failure To Eject)
25. T (PPLP, II, K, 1 and Appendix 4, E,
   1 and H, Chapter 10)
26. F (PPLP, IV, B, 2, sec. Safe Room
   and H, Chapter 13, sec. The Safe
   Room, par. One Point of Entry)
27. T (PPLP, Appendix 4, B, 3 and H,
   Chapter 11, sec. Reloading, sub-
   sec. Reloading the Semi-Automatic
   Pistol, both right & left handed
   techniques)
28. T (H, Chapter 12, sec. Dry Fire Practice)
29. F (PPLP, Introduction, Personal Protection in The Home Test & Answer Key)
30. T (H, Chapter 16, sec. Once The Attacker is Down)
31. T (PPLP, Introduction, Additional Training Exercises)
32. T (PPLP, II, K, 5 and H, Chapter 10, sec. Techniques For Using Cover and Concealment)
33. T (PPLP, II, I and H, Chapter 8, sec. Kneeling Position)
34. T (PPLP, V, B, I and H, Chapter 20, sec. Gun Fit)
35. F (H, Chapter 22, sec. Speedloaders)
36. T (H, Chapter 16, sec. Art Doesn't Always Imitate Life)
37. T (PPLP, V, C, 4)
38. F (PPLP, V, C, 3)
39. F (PPLP, III, E)
40. T (PPLP, Appendix 2)
41. T (PPLP, IV, D, 1)
42. T (PPLP, II, E, 1)
43. T (PPLP, II, K, 4)
44. T (PPLP, Introduction, Targets)
45. T (PPLP, II, B, 3, General Range Safety Rules)
46. T (PPLP, II, C)
47. T (PPLP, II, M and H, Chapter 9, sec. Point Shooting)
48. T (PPLP, VI, C, 5)
49. T (PPLP, IV, F, 3, Trigger Locks)
50. F (PPLP, 1, I, 4, Auditory Exclusion and H, Chapter 15, sec. Perceptual Changes During A Threatening Encounter, sub-sec. Auditory Exclusion)
51. T (PPLP, I, D and H, Introduction, highlighted note)
52. F (PPLP, V, C, 6)
53. T (H, Chapter 16, Sec. If You Are Injured)
54. T (PPLP, I, F and H, Chapter 6, sec. Shooting To Stop: Chapter 16, opening paragraph)
55. T (H, Chapter 15, sec. Perceptual Changes During a Threatening Encounter, sub-sec. Time Dilation)
56. F (PPLP, Introduction, No Live Ammunition In The Classroom)
57. T (PPLP, Introduction, Who Can Take the NRA Basic Personal Protection In The Home Course)
58. T (PPLP, I, F, 1 and H, Chapter 6, sec. Tool Of Last Resort)
59. T (PPLP, I, I, 4, Loss of fine motor skills)
60. T (H, Chapter 9, sec. Multiple Assailants)
61. T (PPLP, Introduction, Who Can Take the NRA Basic Personal Protection In The Home Course)
62. T (PPLP, I, F, 1 and H, Chapter 6, sec. Tool Of Last Resort)
63. T (PPLP, I, I, 4, Loss of fine motor skills)
64. T (H, Chapter 9, sec. Multiple Assailants)
65. T (PPLP, Introduction, Who Can Take the NRA Basic Personal Protection In The Home Course)
66. – 66. Aiming, Breath Control, Hold Control, Trigger Control, Follow Through (PPLP, II, D and H, Chapter 7)
67. – 72. Must list all of the following: Elation, Revulsion, Remorse, Self-doubt Acceptance Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (H, Chapter 17, sec. Emotional Aftermath Of A Defensive Shooting) PPLP. E
68. – 75. Must list the following: Failure to go into battery, Failure to fire, Failure to eject, (H, Chapter II, sec. Clearing Stoppages, sub-sec. Clearing Specific Semi-Automatic Pistol Stoppages)
69. – 80. Must list the following: Freeze, Submit, Posture, Flight, Fight (PPLP, I, I, 3, Five Possible Responses and H, Chapter 15, sec. Psychological Responses To A Threatening Encounter)
81. Always point the gun in a safe direction. (PPLP, II, B, 3, NRA Gun Safety Rules)

82. Reliability (PPLP, V, C, 5 and H, Chapter 21, sec. Reliability)

83. – 85. Must list all of the following:
Always keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.
Always keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot.
Always keep the gun unloaded until ready to use.
(PPLP, II, B, 3, NRA Gun Safety Rules and H, Chapter 1, sec. Fundamentals of Firearms Safety)

86. – 90. Consistency
Balance
Support
Natural Point Aim
Comfort
(PPLP, II, E and H, Chapter 8, sec. Elements of a Shooting Position)

91. – 92. Counseling
Self-reinforcement
(PPLP, IV, E, H, Chapter 17, sec. Reducing the Emotional Aftershock of a Defensive Shooting)

93. To develop in the student the basic knowledge, skills, and attitude essential to the safe and efficient use of a handgun for the protection of self and family, and to provide information on the law-abiding citizen's right to self-defense. (PPLP, Course Outline, I, C)

94. – 98. Must list in the following order:
1. Study the position
2. Practice the position without the firearm
3. Practice the position with the unloaded firearm
4. Align the position with the target.
5. Test the position.
(PPLP, II, F; PPLP, II, K, 5; PPLP, II, M)

99. - 100. Low, Retention
(PPLP, II, F and H, Chapter 8, sec. Ready Position)